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Ray Porter - Kill Myself
Misc Your Songs

[Verse 1]
D                                              C
I m gonna kill myself but I don t know if it s right
D                                          C
I m gonna kill myself, gonna kill myself tonight
D                                              C
I ve had enough of days and I ve had enough of nights
D                                              C
I ve had enough of dark and I ve had enough of light

[Chorus]
Gbm7      B7            Gbm7        B7
I m gonna shoot my head and fill it full of lead
Gbm7        B7           Dbm7
I ll be the walking dead tonight
Gbm7         B7             Gbm7           B7
I ll climb a railway brodge and jump right off of it
Gbm7      B7                D
I will go through with it tonight

[Middle 8]
Bbm7     Ebm7           Bbm7              Ebm7
I ve had enough of your play, the way you hurt me evertyday
Bbm7        Ebm7          Bbm7              Ebm7
The way you always put me down, the way you want me in the ground
Bbm7     Ebm7      Bbm7            Ebm7
I ve had enough of you and all the things you put me through
Bbm7      Ebm7          D                              C
I m gonna kill myself tonight, I m gonna kill myself tonight

[Verse 2]
D                                              C
I m gonna kill myself but I don t know if it s true
D                                          C
I m gonna kill myself, but I don t know what to do
D                                              C
I ve had enough of pain and I ve had enough of strife
D                                              C
I ve had enough of fear and I ve had enough of life

[Chorus]
Gbm7      B7            Gbm7        B7
I m gonna shoot my head and fill it full of lead
Gbm7        B7           Dbm7
I ll be the walking dead tonight
Gbm7         B7             Gbm7           B7
I ll climb a railway brodge and jump right off of it



Gbm7      B7                D
I will go through with it tonight

[Middle 8]
Bbm7     Ebm7           Bbm7              Ebm7
I ve had enough of your play, the way you hurt me evertyday
Bbm7        Ebm7          Bbm7              Ebm7
The way you always put me down, the way you want me in the ground
Bbm7     Ebm7      Bbm7            Ebm7
I ve had enough of you and all the things you put me through
Bbm7      Ebm7          D                              C
I m gonna kill myself tonight, I m gonna kill myself tonight
D
Tonight, I m gonna kill myself tonight


